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A B S T R A C T 

Some recent data at the ISR and SPS colliders are discussed in 
terms of a multi-Pomeron exchange model formulated in the dual par-
ton framework. Charged particle rapidity distributions, energy 
dependence of the central plateau, ratio of particle densities in 
proton-proton and antiproton-proton scattaring and non diffractive 
multiplicities are successfully accounted far in the model. 
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Over the last years most interest in hadronic phenomenology haa centered about 
large p T physics. It was seen as a further proof of the relevance of the quark 
parton model of hadrons and it allowed for the study of a richer variety of sub-
constituent scattering than in deep inelastic phenomena, thereby permitting ex
tended tests of perturbative quantum chroraodynaraics. These developments completely 
overshadowed the more traditional low p~ (or long range) physics and in fact 
almost no new results occured during that time. Recently, two series nf experiments 
revived interest in this, once, very active field. The NA5 experiment at CERN 
discovered that the production 'jf unbiased jets (i.e. events with a lat transverse 
energy deposited over a wide solid angle) did not follow the expectations from the 
standard large p_ lore : neither the geometry of the events nor the crt i-seetion 

could be accounted for by these models while low p_ models led to accep.ible ex-
2) trapolations . The second development took, place with the operation of antiproton 

beams at both ISR ' ' and SFS ' collider energies (i.e. up to center-of-mass 
energies of /s" • 540 GeV, corresponding to an increase in rapidity of nor than 
four units). Even with the low luminosity presently available interesting n---- data 
could be obtained which exhibit in some models surprising increases in the ci-. aities 
and multiplicities of secondaries. 

To understand these new results, we elaborate on a model ' ' which has been 
successfully used to account for a number of features at lover energies, such as 
topological cross-sections, inclusive and semi-inclusive rapidity distributions and 
spectra in transverse energy. After recalling the main features of the essentially 
unchanged model, we present our inclusive spectra and compare its behaviour with 
existing FNAI and ISR rapidity data. The energy variation of the central plateau 
is then studied over the newly available range. We consider next the ratio of 
particle densities in the central region for pp and pp scattering. Wt» conclude 
with a discussion on (non diffractive) charged multiplicities. Where available, 
agreement with data is obtained but it should be recalled that the comparison can 
only be crude as the new data are not fully corrected. 

The model we consider is based on the iteration of Pomeron exchanges in the 
s-channel according to the Clauber-Gribov formula. The elastic scattering ampli-
„ , . . w 10),II) tude is given by 

A(s,t) • i y a 

where Aa(s,t^ - i y e c s^ Q0 + a c ' is the amplitude for a single exchange and a 0 

and a' are the bare Pomeron intercept and slope respectively. The function S 
is given by 

s„ - i^Ii (2) 



with 

S " 4ir c + a'lm ( 3 ) 

The elastic amplitude, obtained by squaring eq. (1) and carrying out the integration, 

(4) 
v-1 

The imaginary part of A(s,o)/s is the sua of the elastic and non diffractive 

inelastic cross-sections. Indeed, diffractive events, associated to diagrams with 

che triple Pomeron vertex have been left out in a first approach, hence 

o-el • o ^ - T s Œ ° _ 1 ? S (5) 
v-l 

The parameters are fitted to the data, in pp scattering between /s" - 19 GeV 

and * 7 - 64 GeV 1 2! for 0

e l and CT™ assuming a*® ^ .8 CT

iaelasclc, n , ^ v a i u e s 

are summed up in the formula 

.0-056 
(6) 4it 1.14 + .04 Ins 

He are interested in particle production, which is obtained from eq. (S) by talcing 

unitarity cues through the exchanged Fomerons. The formula for the production of 

N cut-Pomerons is gocten in a 9tandard way, compatible with the requirement of 

he AC Gribov calculus, via che AGS combinatorial factors . It reads after rearrangement 

of the summation factors 

this determines completely the cross-section for cut-Pomeros production. 

We turn now co the properties of cut-Pomerona. The analysis of the s-channel 

properties of a single Pomeron exchange shows that it consists in the production of 
14) 

two heavy clusters which overlap in phase space : in terms of che quark parcon 

model, these masses are interpreted as topological sheets built up from the valence 

constituents (quarks or diquarks) of the incoming particles so as Co form cwo 

colour singlets (Pig. l.a). Their quantum numbers as well as their kinematics are 

determined by Chat of the constituents ; Chus if the latter carry momentum fractions 

x,, Xg respectively, the sheet formed has the following mass squared and center-

of-mass rapidity 



,1 S 1 i T-

,9).2) The generalization to multi-Pomeron exchanges is straightforward ' : they are 

built up from sea constituents (Fig. lb) and the cut Pomeroa kinematics is com

pletely determined when one specifies how the momenta of the incoming particles 

are partionned among the various constituents. For this purpose, we use a joint 

parton distribution of the Kuti-Weisskopf type which, for the proton, reeds 

2H 

V xi V • H W W W ••• W *(1 - \ x i } ( 1 0 ) 

constituent and c„ insures Che 

normalization of the function p co 1. The terms f 00 (valence quark), f 0 

(diquark), f (x) (sea quark and antiquark) have been determined in Che dual 

approach in Ref. 9). It was obtained 

(II) 

where the use of the energy fraction x • (x 2 +• 4y£/s) prevents the appearance 

of singularities. In previous fiCs Co FNAL and SPS energies' we found chat 

u_ • .05 -\. m /2 was favored and we keep this value here. Its small size allows 

us to neglect "quark masses" elsewhere. 

A final step in the specification of the model concerns the t.dronization 

properties of Che sheets. They ara described in terms of quark and diqu,?rk frag

mentation functions. Extensive studies of fragmentation regions, both in purely 

badronic and in deep inelastic scattering before the onset of perturbativc chromo-

dynamics effeces, have led Co the concept of universal fragmentation functions 

u Cx> « S~ .5 

t 
a 

( i ) - S" 1. 

£ „<*> 
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J6) 
He follow here a previously used parametrization for quarks and diquarks into 

charged particles (excluding leading ï»aryaus) 

* D„~i,< Jl " <'- 3 H " 2 ' 2 + -05)/(l - .5s) 
"~ h (12) 

1 V*=h ( z ) - ' - 3 5 { , - z ' 3 

z and z are respectively the scaled longitudinal mementum and energy fraction 

of a particle in a sheet 



p m - [ W - ï ! ] , / 2 . 
and where m_ - .35 GeV is a measure of the transverse mass of secondaries. Sheets 

with a mass below 1 GeV are assumed to produce no particles. 

Before presenting the numerical results and the comparison with che pp and 

pp data we say a few words about the general expectations of the model and contrast 

it with the original work of Capsila et al. . In the latter approach, the rise of 

the plateau is essentially a non asymptotic effect and is due, at present energies, 

to an imperfect overlap of the two sheets constituting the Poraeron, Because o£ the 

asymmetry between the valence quark and diquarlc distributions (eq. LI), the rapidity 

of the sheet center-of-mass is displaced away from rapidity 0 in the overall 

center-o£-mass frame (fig. 2a). Thus the "central plateau" in pp scattering is 

the superposition of the quark fragmentation regiona. An increase in the total 

energy does not change the relative position of the sheets Ceq. 9 is independent of 

s) but widens the rapidity extent of individual sheets (= In s/ô& via eq. 8) : 

the resulting increase in overlap leade to a rise of the single particle distri

bution, until the asymptotic limit of twice the single sheet height is reached. 

an intrinsically related consequence of this mechanism of scaling violations ia 

do ^ daW 
that I2- (y-o) / |̂ - (y-o) is larger than 1 as numerically verified by the 

3) 

R703 group at ISR energies . The point is that, in pp scattering, at least the 

sheet which contains the diquarlc and antidiquark pairs, tends to stretch symme

trically around the center-of-mass over a comparatively'large interval in rapidity 

so that the above mechanism cannot appear (fig. 2b). In our generalization of 

the initial model , where we allow for many Poscron exchanges, two main differences 

will occur. First there is no asymptotic height for the central plateau : an 

energy increase Leads, via eq. (7), to an increase in the number of cut-Pomerons 

produced which in turn implies a slow rise in the single particle distribution as 

more and more sheets contribute. Secondly, the difference between pn and pp 

scattering will be diluted. Since the sea content which is relevant for the 

structure of multiple Pomeron events is the same for proton and antiproton, the 

topological structure of both cases will now look more alike and eventually the 

height of the spectra in the central region will become identical. With rising 

sheet multiplicities, valence constituents will increasingly connect to sea cons

tituents and sea sheets will play on increasingly dominant role in the particle 

production (fig. Ib.c). tfithin the framework of che dual topological model we 

obtained random pairing of constituents to form the Fomeron sheets. 

here valence-sea constituent sheets. For proton-proton scattering, there is no 



numerically significant effect which allowed us to use our old parameters. Wa 
stress the fact that no bast fit to the new data was attempted. 

Onr model is compared with the data on the single charged particle rapidity 
1/9 

spectrum in pp scattering at a - 20 and S3 GeV (fig. 3). Both the shape 
and normalization is in good agreement with the data. Turning now to the energy 
dependence of the central plateau we show In fig. 4 the rise of the plateau for 
energies ranging from FNAL {/a*- 20 Gav") ' to tha CERN collider * , 2 1 ) . Most 
of the data points are given in terms of peeudorapidity n whereas we use the 
rapidity variable y. The ratio have therefore been considered between corres
ponding quantities. The agreement of the model with the data is good. Fig. 5 

3) 4) dhows recent results of two ISR experiments '' ' on tha comparison of charged 
particle density in che central ragion for pp and pp reactions. It is seen 
to be essentially equal to 1 over six units of rapidity in the central region. 
Our model accounts nicely for this fact in contrast with the single Fomeron ex
change model. 

He conclude this discussion with a plot on multiplicities fig. 6. The data 
points are for non diffractive events and ara directly comparable with our pre-

To conclude, we extrapolated a. dual topological model to the region of newly 
available data and found good agreement. An essential ingredient was the inclusion 
of multiple Pomeron exchange. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 a) A one "cut-Pomaron11 event in pp scattering. This is Che only term 

contributing in the works of ref. 8). 

b) A two "cut-Pomeron" event in pp scattering. 

c) Sane as b) with valance-sea constituents sheets. 

Fig. 2 a) Rapidity structura of the one "cut-Pomeron" of fig. la for pp 

scattering. 

b) Rapidity structura of the one "cut-Pomeron" for pp scattering. 

Fig. 3 Chavged particle rapidity spectra for pp scattering at /s~ - 20 GeV 

and /s <• 53 GeV. The latter data vis obtained from the rapidity spe.c-
19) 19) 

truB of T'S using a constant P Y(yï/P c a a r„Cy) * 0.S9 

Fig. 4 Variation of the central plateau ([y| < 1.5, reap. |n| < 1-5) in rela

tion to pp data at 53 GeV. Except for the pp paint at 540 GeV 

the data are for pp scattering. The higher curvs is the model pre

diction for - •£• / — ~- (/g" - 53) and the lower one for 

o ay a ay 

I do™ , I do1"' .j- „, 

Fig. 5 Ratio of the pan side density for pp and pp scattering in the central 

Fig. 6 Average charged multiplicity for non diffractive scattering as a function 

of energy. The two highest points are from the UA5 collaboration at 

The curve i« cha model prediction for proton-proton. No significant 

difference is found between the pp and pp case. 
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